The steady-state nonequilibrium phonon distribution function of a semiconductor in which the hot electronic gas is quantized by a strong magnetic field is calculated with the use of a quantum Boltzmann equation. There is a very strong cyclotron output in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Conditions for which this output is strong as well as monochromatic and directional are found. A new tunable GaAs phonon source in the 100-0Hz range should thus be possible.
The steady-state nonequilibrium phonon distribution function of a semiconductor in which the hot electronic gas is quantized by a strong magnetic field is calculated with the use of a quantum Boltzmann equation. There is a very strong cyclotron output in the direction perpendicular to the magnetic field. Conditions for which this output is strong as well as monochromatic and directional are found. A new tunable GaAs phonon source in the 100-0Hz range should thus be possible.
At low temperatures and in the presence of a strong enough ("quantizing") magnetic field, the electronic energy spectrum is described by Landau subbands. The electronic properties in this quantum regime are drastically different from the more usual quasiclassical regime. Although electron-phonon interactions in the quantum case lead to interesting electronic transport properties, not much attention has been paid to effects on the phonon spectrum; recent evidence of magnetothermal effects in InSb and Bi (Ref. 1) suggests, however, that, out of equilibrium, ihe quantized electronic system can affect the phonon spectrum substantially.
In this paper, we study a case where the electron-phonon interaction can lead to a nonequilibrium phonon distribution function which dramatically reflects the quantum nature of thc clcctronic states. %c Rlso Fig. 4 . The first condition allows a finite cyclotron output even at 0=90' (see Fig. 2 Although only a small part of the parameter space can lead to useful spectra, we have found experimental conditions that lead to very monochromatic or very powerful output characteristics. One may even change these output characteristics by tuning v, (via H) and/or v' (via TE or Tz) in order to meet one s experimental requirements. In the 100-GHz range, GaAs has been shown to be a good candidate to perform such experiments. Thesẽ ould also be most interesting from the fundamental point of view of understanding "hot-phonon" phenomena in the quantum regime, a subject which has received very little attention. Details of the calculations and a complete theoretical analysis of experimental setups will be published elsewhere.
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